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From the Pen of Angela
Dear Researchers,
Welcome to our second issue for 2014!
And here we are in the middle of the year
already. I feel the need for a small ‘aargh’
moment as the months speed by, taking
many a deadline with them. But I have had
some wins this year that I am very proud of.
In our March 2013 issue my theme was about
productivity and goal setting. In that edition I
talked about my new process of writing all my
research goals down and then breaking them
down further into their component parts.
After that I worked out a specific timeline for
each and sought advice where I felt I didn’t
have a strong ‘game plan’ for a specific goal.
This process has really paid off for me this
year. So far I have had two successful
external grants, submitted a third external
grant application, had one A ranked journal
paper accepted (after two rounds of revise
and resubmit), a successful conference paper
and an unsuccessful A Ranked journal—but it
was submitted. The journal paper acceptance
is sole authored and everything else is in
small teams. And what am I doing with the
rejected paper? Seeking advice, re-reading
the editor’s comments and always, always,
not giving up. :-)

437 hours and five minutes of research time!
A lot of goals being kicked by this group! Our
next issue will feature the full story.
In this edition we feature the academic
journey of three different people and
consider the messages and hints they can
give us. First, we learn the importance of
achieving a balance between being a good
researcher and being a good teacher. Jane
Fry summarises a recent presentation by
Associate Professor Ekant Veer on achieving
this balance, from page 2.
From page 4 Associate Professor Cathy
Brigden talks us through her research journey
and explains the path her research took. It
was not a linear journey at all. And perhaps
that is what makes her story even more
valuable and provides a lesson for us. Our
final story comes all the way from Germany,
via the United States and then Australia.
Associate Professor Sven Tuzovic was a recent
visiting professor in Australia and talks to us
about being an academic nomad and the
importance of the little things.
Remember, we are here for each other. Good
luck with your research and stay in touch.
Warm regards,

Editor
Dr. Angela R. Dobele
(+61) 3 9925 5904
angela.dobele@rmit.edu.au
www.angeladobele.com
Previous Issues
http://angeladobele.com/
WomenAndResearch.php

In our August 2013 issue I talked about the
Pomodoro technique. I have really found this
technique helpful and I introduced it to my
Research Capacity Building Team Business
College 12 Week Writing Challenge group. I
introduced a specially designed web
application to track the entire team’s weekly
pomodoro count and our total overall. In our
tenth week of the program we have a
combined total of 1,049 pomodoros! That’s

Angela

P.S. Would you like to be featured in my
newsletter? Please contact me with your
hints, tips, success stories or point to make. If
you would like to be included in the
distribution list please let me know. My email
is angela.dobele@rmit.edu.au.
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Balancing Research and Teaching
presentation by Associate Professor Ekant Veer, article by Jane Fry

Based on a
presentation by
Associate Professor
Ekant Veer
Being a good teacher and
being a good researcher are
NOT mutually exclusive. The
trick is to achieve a balance.

Ekant Veer is an Associate Professor of
Marketing at the University of Canterbury in
New Zealand. Although he teaches, he
describes himself as ‘primarily a researcher.
That’s what I do. That’s who I am. What I’m
known for internationally is more as a
researcher, than a teacher’.
But being a good teacher and being a good
researcher are NOT mutually exclusive.
There’s a lot of overlap between the two,
which makes great researchers great teachers
and great teachers great researchers. The
trick, it seems, is to achieve a balance
between good research and good teaching.
Ekant recently gave a talk on combining
research and teaching in academia. He
explained how and why to balance research
and teaching, outlined several ways of
combining research into teaching, and
finished off with his ‘ten commandments’.
The following is a summary of that talk.
Balancing research and teaching
Balancing teaching and research comes down
to two things — priorities and skills.
Priorities
In a research led university system, research
is still the thing that gets promoted.
Producing good research papers is the only
thing — particularly as a young academic —
that will get you promoted: papers make you
marketable; they help you to move. If
someone has five A-star papers, it’s going to
be very hard to turn them down for a
promotion. If someone comes through with
some great teaching scores, fantastic. But
usually that person will hear: ‘but where are
the papers? Thanks for picking up all that
extra teaching, but where is the research?’

The key?
Priorities and Skills

Research is the priority: it drives reputation,
and that attracts students, but then the
university will demand more teaching from
you. So you still need to balance doing both
teaching and research.
However, you also need to take care of
yourself and avoid burnout — so don’t always
say yes to everything. As a young researcher,
if you have difficulty saying no, find a hero to
champion your cause and get him or her to
say no for you!

good researcher.
Being a good teacher takes two things. First,
know your material: be able to understand it
better than people you’re trying to teach.
Second, know how to communicate in a way
that your audience will understand, and be
aware that the type of audience can change.
Being a good researcher helps with both of
these points.
Being a good researcher exposes you to the
very forefront of knowledge. But you’re not
just reading the material — you analyse it and
critique it until you know it so well that you
are going to be able to write a paper that
adds to the knowledge.
Being a good teacher means you’re standing
in front of the people who are hopefully going
to use that knowledge in five or ten years’
time. You’re talking to people and listening to
the questions they have right now. This helps
with your research, because if you’re not
talking to the people who are actually going
to use it in the future, are you sure you’re
even asking the right questions or writing
about the right things? Teaching gives you an
interface where you can talk to students,
work with students, and as a result, listen to
the sort of queries and concerns they have
and try to find solutions to those issues in
your research, as well as your teaching.
Research involves criticality. So if you can
critically analyse what’s going on in a paper,
the same skills, the same knowledge can be
used in the classroom.
A good teacher is also able to adapt his or her
communication — whether oral or written —
to the target audience. Teachers want to
know whom they’re talking to, so they can
frame their questions, responses and
approach differently for that audience. Good
teachers make fantastic writers, because they
analyse the audience before they even start
communicating to them.
When doing your research, before you write
the paper you decide where you’re going to
publish it and then write for that audience.

Skills

The best research is the one that
communicates well, but is also advancing
knowledge. The best teachers are the ones
that communicate well, but also advance your
knowledge.

Being a good teacher also means you can be a

So good teaching and good research use

RMIT University - School of Economics, Finance and Marketing
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similar skills and you need to balance doing
both activities well. Excellent teaching will not
compensate for bad research, and excellent
research will not compensate for bad
teaching. There’s got to be a balance between
the two.
A good researcher is able to break down an
argument, present knowledge logically and
convincingly. Good teachers are able to do
this as well. When you write an article, it’s
meant to flow from section to section. It’s
meant to show a journey as you go. Teaching
is similar. So, if you’re a good researcher, you
should be able to communicate the same sort
of journey to your (student) audience; if
you’re a good teacher, you should be able to
communicate it in a journal article. Again, not
mutually exclusive.

on a similar theory or concept. But the
paper the students read is nicely linked,
unlike the process that generated the
paper. So then I tell the students how I
actually wrote the paper — the inside
story. Students get excited about hearing
those inside stories. You’re talking about
how the research developed, how it
grew. So when I present my work to
students, I say, well, this is how it is
when I present it to my peers, but you
guys get to hear the inside story!
3.

The student-led approach works really
well for smaller groups. We provide a
key set of themes and some introductory
material and let the students lead the
discussion, come up with different
papers and other research angles. This is
student-led research, integrated into
teaching. The students get excited as
they understand the research and can
focus on how they develop the
arguments themselves. You become a
facilitator of their learning.

4.

The student-centred approach allows
the students to determine concepts and
issues that they want to know more
about while you facilitate their
knowledge. They have to do some
research and then tell me what they
think is important to know. I’ll mix it up
with what I think is important as well
and we develop their knowledge

Four approaches to combining research in
teaching
1.

2.

The teacher-led approach is just the
standard approach, where you provide
some readings from a textbook or a
journal article and then you talk about
the concept in class. Pretty standard,
pretty basic and it’s a very limited way of
combining research into your teaching.
The inside knowledge approach is
something that I use a lot in third year
and postgraduate classes. I begin with a
seminal piece from the literature. Then
I’ll present my work that I’ve published

Good Researchers:
Can break down an
argument, present
knowledge logically and
convincingly, and write an
article that flows from
section to section.

Associate Professor
Ekant Veer

“He teaches, he researches and he writes.”
RMIT University - School of Economics, Finance and Marketing
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together. We co-create an environment
where research and teaching becomes
joined together. This develops a culture
of research that’s very student centred.
But they have to do the hard work and
drive it. You become a navigator and a
director, rather than the expert who tells
them what’s right and wrong. [In the
context of supervising PhDs, you become
the expert in how to complete the
research and to get the most out of that
student, but not necessarily the expert
in the context or content of the
research.]

Ekant recommends
10 commandments
for research and
teaching.

different things. Otherwise you get
locked into one course and can’t take a
sabbatical.
4.

Celebrate the successes of others —
with honesty and integrity! Whether its
teaching
awards
or
research
publications, celebrate with them and
they will do it back — it builds a strong
culture in your department.

5.

Get over rejection and keep trying. You
can’t just dwell on a bad student review
or a rejection from a journal. Move on.

6.

Surround yourself with people who
encourage and empower you and don’t
isolate yourself. Keep in touch with
people like this — they will keep you
strong and encourage you. Meet
regularly and talk about your research —
even if you’re in different disciplines.

7.

Stay humble. Being humble — about
your own work and that of colleagues —
goes a long way. It makes for a stronger
culture.

8.

Review for journals and for other
people’s classes — it teaches you a lot,
including empathy for the other person.

9.

Meet often, chat and catch up. When
people work from home, it can kill a
group culture. You need to find some
way to bond (perhaps via social media)
— and not get isolated!

Ekant’s 10 commandments for research and
teaching
1.

2.

3.

Read and read often. Make time to read
— put aside at least one day per week to
read, because if you’re not engaged with
the current literature and if you’re not
up with current pedagogy, how are you
going to advance yourself?
Ask for help. Don’t be too proud —
asking means you want to advance your
knowledge. Ask someone to sit in your
class. Ask someone to review one of
your papers. Get feedback.
Don’t put all of your eggs in one basket.
Have several research papers on the go
at once — perhaps three in the early
stages, three collecting data, and three
being written up for submission. The
more you have on the go, the more likely
you are to get something accepted (ed.:
given a constant rate of rejection). When
it comes to teaching, juggle a few

10. Make sure you have fun! Don’t dwell on
the negatives of the job — think about
the awesome things you get to do.

My Research Journey by Associate Professor Cathy Brigden

Associate Professor
Cathy Brigden

My research has focused on women for the
past decade with my first post-PhD project
expanding one of the PhD themes, women in
the Victorian Trades Hall Council (THC). From
an analysis of the presence of women trade
union delegates between 1948 and 1981, this
took me back to the 1890s and then on to the
1990s. In the course of the archival work, I
discovered women whose activities had faded
from sight and was able to correct the
historical record in terms of when the first
woman was elected to the THC executive (it
was Helen Robertson in 1900, not Gail Cotton
in 1979) and that a number of women had
served on the executive prior to 1979. This
work then led to the Female Confectioners
Union, one of the THC’s affiliates, who
beckoned from the archives.

RMIT University - School of Economics, Finance and Marketing

It may look as if the research I have done has
developed in a linear fashion, but in fact I was
a reluctant researcher of the union which has
most engaged me for the past five years. The
Female Confectioners study came about as a
consequence of the examination of the
women in the THC in the 1920s and 1930s. By
the mid-1930s, their delegation sustained
women’s presence on the floor of the THC’s
Council meetings and so I felt that I should
look further at the union, although I was not
particularly interested in the union. I was
lucky that not only was there a full set of the
union’s records but also that these were held
in the archives at Melbourne University.
Unexpectedly these women soon took hold,
particularly the group of women who
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emerged in the 1920s as the key leadership
group for this women’s union. As other
historians have experienced, certain women
‘reached out’ from the archives. My curiosity
was stimulated and, following advice given by
a colleague after a conference presentation, I
embarked on discovering more about these
women through genealogical sources.
Building a genealogical picture, I was able to
think more about gender relations and class.
Through examination of birth, death,
marriage and electoral roll records, I became
what I termed a ‘historical stalker’ as I traced
where the women lived, with whom they
lived, whether they married or not and their
parental background. I discovered sisters and
long-term companions, residential patterns
and the use of maiden names by the married
women. One woman, Miranda Hill, attracted
greater attention when I went further back
into her family tree and encountered mixed
race marriage and African-American great
grandparents. In order to make sense of her
experience, this has now brought me back to
the THC women. I am subjecting them to the

same genealogical analysis as my Female
Confectioners’ women but this time to
explore the intersections of race with gender
and class.
While I have undertaken other projects not
always with women as the focal point, my
interest is always in asking ‘where are the
women and what are they doing’? This is the
case with new projects on trade unions and
industry superannuation and on radical
theatre. I also try to foster and support
research on women and work through the
Women + Work research cluster in the Centre
for Sustainable Organisations and Work,
which I initiated in 2009. It now brings
together researchers across a range of
disciplines from four universities.

Editor’s Note: Cathy Brigden is an Associate
Professor in the RMIT School of Management
and Coordinator of the Women + Work
research cluster, Centre for Sustainable
Organisations and Work.

“I’ve done all of my paper work. Need help with yours?”

Globally Engaged in the Business of Sport and Recreation
Sport and recreation impacts on all our lives and provides a dynamic and challenging context for the
study of business, behaviour, performance and innovation. RMIT University is presenting a one-day
workshop to explore, discuss and debate the future of sport and recreation from a range of
perspectives. RMIT, a distinguished Australian university and one of the global leaders in business
and design thinking, has recently established a presence in Barcelona as a gateway to opportunities in
Europe.
This event features leading researchers from RMIT’s School of Economics, Finance & Marketing as
well as experts from the areas of sport management, innovation and design. The workshop will be
moderated by internationally renowned sport management expert Professor Simon Chadwick from
Coventry University in the UK.
Where & When: Barcelona, Spain. Thursday October 23, 2014.
Registration & Further Information: Please contact EFM.Barcelona@rmit.edu.au. The workshop
convenors are Dr Angela Dobele and Associate Professor Constantino Stavros, both from the School of
Economics, Finance & Marketing (EFM) at RMIT University.
Click here for more information.
RMIT University - School of Economics, Finance and Marketing

Linear research
path?
No. Sometimes the research
story emerges from the data
of its own accord, and you
just have to tell it.
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Got Wifi? by Associate Professor Sven Tuzovic
Challenges of Finding the Best Mobile Data
Plan as a Visiting Academic in a Foreign
Country

The challenges of
the academic
nomad

Here is trivia question for you: where do you
find free Wifi in Brisbane? You may wonder
why I ask you this question. Shouldn’t I have a
mobile phone, a smartphone, with a data
plan? Shouldn’t I have some sort of Internet
connection at home? The answers are (1) yes
and (2) no ... and that is causing my problem.
Let me explain: I am currently a visiting
academic at Griffith University for 3 months.
Before I arrived in Brisbane in March I had to
organise my visit in Down Under. Applying for
a visa — check; booking my flights — check;
finding accommodation — well sure, check;
but
what
about
Internet?
Finding
accommodation was actually quite a
challenge. First I contacted a number of
friends in Brisbane who could give me
recommendations about neighbourhoods.
Since I was not planning to have a car in

Australia it was quite essential to have good
access to public transportation to get to
Nathan campus. So after a while I decided to
limit my search only to the CBD, South Bank
and some surrounding neighbourhoods. Next
I started to search for furnished apartments.
After I contacted heaps of places I realised:
(1) all the hotels in the CBD with apartmentstyle rooms were way too expensive (I’m
talking about $120-150/night!); (2) all those
offers advertised through real estate firms
required at least a 6 or 12 months lease; (3)
most private offers on sites like Gumtree
were cheap but not in my search area, rather
in some suburbs. I finally found a furnished 1
bedroom in an apartment complex near
South Bank that, so I thought, would also
include free Internet. Well, I was mistaken!
So, here the challenge begins. Which mobile
plan with which mobile carrier would get me
the best deal and the most data? And I mean
LOTS of data since I now planned to create my

Where do you find Wifi?

“Finally, Wifi!”

RMIT University - School of Economics, Finance and Marketing
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own hotspot for connecting my iPad and
laptop at home as well. I walked in the city
looking for shops, and I made my round from
one provider to the next. Telstra, Vodafone,
Virgin, Optus ... you name it. I looked at all
their different prepaid plans and pricing
options. I decided to go with Optus since
some of my colleagues in Brisbane
recommended this provider. It’s all about
positive word of mouth, right?! It didn’t hurt
that Optus offered a prepaid plan that also
included free access to social media sites like
Facebook. So, now I was finally connected
and online. And I started to use my newly
gained mobile freedom and went online with
all my devices. And within 3-4 days I ‘burned’
through my 1GB data plan that was supposed
to last for 30 days. OOPS! Seriously?! And I
realised I had a problem. Data would become
quite expensive. So I started to look for
alternatives.
Alternative 1: mobile hotspot devices. I went
back to the different carriers and asked for
mobile hotspot devices and plans that offer
much more data. The problem, however, that
I encountered was that the carriers required a
minimum stay in the country of 4-6 months.
So much for alternative 1. :(
Associate Professor
Sven Tuzovic

Alternative 2: free Wifi locations. Remember
my trivia question? So where do you find free
Wifi in Brisbane? Starbucks? McDonald’s?
Well, I actually found a list online with various
locations, e.g. some local parks, but, those
were all too far away. However, as part of my
position at Griffith I am able to use Eduroam
and connect to Wifi at other institutions like
QUT or the Griffith South Bank campus. Yeah!
Only downside, you are not sitting on your
couch at home to surf the web. So,
alternative 2, not my favourite choice.
Which brings us to alternative 3: finding
cheaper mobile plans. It seems that I was not
fully informed about the local mobile phone
market which in hindsight is quite annoying
and frustrating. It was only just before Easter
when I walked into the post office on campus

where I noticed a bunch of mobile phone
providers with prepaid cards. Names that I
had not heard before, like Amaysim or Dodo.
When I looked at their rates, they were
charging $39 for unlimited plans and offering
double data relative to Optus. I thought like:
‘Dang! Stupid me! I could have saved money
with these providers.’
Now you may wonder, if I switched right
away. No, I did not. The post office only had
brochures, not the actual package with the
SIM card. As I was going to travel for a week I
was not able to purchase any new plan. Well,
and of course, during my travels I was running
out of data, just before I was heading on a
trip to the Great Barrier Reef — Doh! In the
need for data (well, of course, I wanted to
share photos with friends), I had to go back to
Optus to recharge another 2GB for $20.
Now I’m starting my third and final month as
Visiting Academic and I realise it’s too late to
switch. You know, that’s what you call ‘time of
no return’ ... and I’m starting to reflect on
some lessons learned. In hindsight I could
have saved some money on my mobile data
plan. Not sure how much though. But here
are some key lessons: First, ask your students,
in particular international students. Believe
me, they have figured it out. :) Second, check
the campus facilities such as the post office
right away. I had no idea what kind of
‘treasure box’ it was. And third, try to be
more conscious about your data usage. :)

Editor’s Note: Sven Tuzovic is a German-born
Associate Professor of Marketing at Pacific
Lutheran University in the United States,
previous visiting scholar at Griffith University,
guest presenter at RMIT University, and
currently participating in a 2-week fellowship
program with the global advertising agency
Leo Burnett in Chicago.

Dr Angela Dobele is an academic research professional with a passion for word of mouth (wom) marketing, from traditional face-to-face through to
social media and electronic wom. Her research interests extend to marketing education and education issues including academic workload and student
performance.
Angela is an experienced quantitative and qualitative researcher who has published 45+ papers. In the field of wom, she has contributed to the
understanding of the key drivers of positive wom and the organisational strategies that facilitate it. She is currently developing a framework to assist
commercial marketers improve the effectiveness of blogs and micro-blogs: building on co-creation and collaboration to communicate with loyal and
passionate community members.
In the field of education Angela is currently working with Griffith University’s Professor Sharyn Rundle-Thiele to develop an understanding of the full
impact of ERA and the differences in academic workload and performance on promotion.
Angela has developed strong links with industry with a commitment to bridging the relationship between practitioners and academia. Her current
industry projects involve research into tourism, life insurance and blood donation.

